
Premier 8 is one of the most innovative SRW 

products the industry has seen in its 30 year history. 

Its unique and patented 1 sq. ft. block design is 

changing the industry. Premier’s 54 lb. unit weight 

reduces installer fatigue and beats all other block 

systems for strength, performance, freight 

efficiencies and ease of construction. 
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Premier 8 TM Retaining Wall Block



Premier 8 TM Retaining Wall Block

Pound for pound, Premier 8 is  
unlike any other SRW block. 
 
Premier 8’s revolutionary block design makes it the most efficient 1 sq. ft. 
SRW block ever. At just 54 lbs., it beats all other block systems for freight 
efficiencies and ease of construction. 
 
Features and specifications: 
- Easy to handle for increased efficiencies in the field 
- No cumbersome/expensive pins or clips 
- Capable of tight radius turns 
- Allows for up to 864 sq. ft. per truckload 
 
Dimensions:     18" W x 12" D x 8" H (457 x 305 x 203mm) 
Weight:            54 lbs. (24.5 kg) 
Area:                1.0 sq. ft. 
Setback:            1.0" (7˚) 
 
Unit availability, color and specifications vary by manufacturer. Contact your nearest 
Rockwood manufacturer or dealer for more information.

Premier’s straight-thru cores fill easily with drainage material that create “vertical 
stone columns” to increase grid connection strength and resistance to shear. 
 
Premier 8’s bottom side anchor bar  
creates an automatic 7˚ setback. 
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